EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
(Check => Call => Care)

Emergency Contact Numbers

1. 911 for Emergencies

2. Non-Emergencies: (720) 913-2000 Denver Police

3. George Washington HS
   Security: (720) 423-3911
   Michael Gaither (AD): (303) 423-8664

3. Head Coach, Mark Johnston
   Cell Phone: (303) 887-3930
   Home Phone: (303) 306-6333

4. Assistant Coach, Dana Johnston
   Cell Phone: (303) 668-4535
   Home Phone: (303) 306-6333

5. Swim Dogs Safety Officer, Jon Sarche
   Cell Phone: (303) 210-6682
   Home Phone: (303) 771-0052
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IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

1. DIAL “911.”

2. READ THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE:

   “An emergency exists at the George Washington High school swimming pool.

   The address is: 655 South Monaco Parkway

   The pool is located on the southwest corner of the facility west of Monaco, on Leetsdale. The pool entrance is near the tennis courts.

   There has been a ______________ injury.”

3. REMAIN ON THE PHONE WITH THE DISPATCHER UNTIL EMS ARRIVES.

4. Complete Reports and Notify Officials.
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Drowning Emergency

Enter the Water
- Distressed Swimmer
  - Assist to Safety
  - Administer First Aid
- Drowning Swimmer
  - Rescue & Tow
  - CPR & First Aid
  - EMS to Hospital

Clear the Pool
Assess the Scene
Secure Assistance

Assistant Calls 911
Alert High School Personnel
Meet Emergency Personnel
Provide Additional Assistance

Notify Head Coach (or lead coach)
Complete Reports
Briefing & Follow-up
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Spinal Emergency

Clear the Pool
Assess the Scene
Secure Assistance
Enter the Water
Provide Stabilization
Assistant Calls 91
Call High School Personnel
Bring Backboard
Secure Victim on Backboard
Remove Victim From Water
Check Vitals and Wait for EMS
Notify Head Coach
Complete Reports
Briefing & Follow-up
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General Emergency

Emergency Notification

Assess the Scene

Clear the Pool

Safe?

Deal with Concern

Resume Activity

Not Safe

Call 911

Notify Head Coach (or lead coach)

Complete Reports

Briefing & Follow-up
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Fire Emergency

Alarm Sounds
Assess the Scene
Clear the Pool & the Building
Confirm Alarm

Alarm Confirmed
Evacuate Area
Alert High School Personnel
Notify Head Coach (or lead coach)
Complete Reports
Briefing & Follow-up

False Alarm
Resume Activity

Fire Emergency
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